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Abstract: This paper presents a numerical study of the hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed using
the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. By simulating an experimental benchmark
example, the SPH model is demonstrated to predict the wave profile, velocity field, and energy
dissipation rate of hydraulic jump with good accuracy. Using the validated SPHmodel, the dynamic
evolvement of the hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed is studied focusing on the vortex pattern, jump
length, water depth after hydraulic jump, and energy dissipation rate. In addition, the influences of
corrugation height and length on the characteristics of hydraulic jump are parametrically investigated.
Keywords: SPH; hydraulic jump; corrugated riverbed; energy dissipation
1. Introduction
Corrugated riverbed is a new energy dissipater. It is the corrugation-shape base plate of stilling
basin. The main corrugation shapes that have recently been studied are sinusoid, triangle, and
trapezoid. It is like adding auxiliary energy dissipation structures (such as block, ridges, and tail pier)
on the bottom of stilling basin. Essentially, it is a uniform artificially roughed stilling basin base plate
which can greatly intensify the turbulence of hydraulic jump as well as reduce the energy carried by
water flow. As a result, the energy dissipation structure and riverbed are less scoured or eroded and
the energy dissipation rate is raised.
Rajaratnam et al. [1] first proposed the concept of corrugated riverbed stilling basin; they studied
the characteristics of hydraulic jump on sinusoidal riverbed and normalized the water-surface profile
and flow rate with non-dimensional analysis. Since then, many scholars have conducted experimental
research and theoretical analyses on corrugated riverbed. For example, Tokyay et al. [2] found that
the energy dissipation rate and hydraulic jump length on sinusoidal riverbed were respectively 6%
higher and 35% smaller than those on smooth riverbed; they, through a large amount of experimental
data, proved that conjugate depth could be described by a function concerning Froude number;
they also pointed out that conjugate depth was slightly affected by corrugation height and length.
Izadjoo et al. [3] studied the hydraulic jumps on various trapezoidal riverbeds with 42 groups of tests;
they found that the shear force on trapezoidal riverbed was over ten times larger than that on smooth
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riverbed and the conjugate depth and jump length respectively decreased by 20% and 50%. It indicates
that the stilling basin with corrugated riverbed has great potential in energy dissipation. By studying
the characteristics of hydraulic jump on sinusoidal riverbed, Abbaspour et al. [4] found that the tail
water depth and jump length on sinusoidal riverbed were respectively 20% and about 50% lower
than those on smooth bed and the Froude number had a large impact on conjugate depth and jump
length. Elsebaie et al. [5] through experiments investigated the characteristics of hydraulic jumps on
triangular, trapezoidal, and sinusoidal corrugated riverbeds and compared their energy dissipation
rates. Samadi et al. [6] through 42 groups of tests, studied the hydraulic jumps on six triangular
riverbeds of different angles and found that the jump length and tail water depth decreased by 54.7%
and 25% respectively and the tail water depth was slightly influenced by corrugation height. Based on
the experimental results of previous researches on corrugated riverbed of stilling basin, Fu et al. [7] by
combining theoretical analysis with the logarithm law of cross-section velocity distribution as well as
momentum equation, obtained the theoretical calculation methods for boundary layer, wall surface
resistance, conjugate depth, and length of hydraulic jump; they pointed out that wall surface resistance
was an important influencing factor which could not be ignored while solving practical problems as it
would greatly affect the characteristics of hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed. The experimental
research method, as a major approach for studying hydraulic jump, is often restricted by measuring
equipment andmethods, and thus is hard to obtain the specific data of physical variables; the theoretical
analysis method, based on considerable systems of partial differential equations, has a complex solving
process and is hard to get exact solutions.
With the rapid development of computational fluid dynamics, numerical simulation method
can record the whole evolution process of a phenomenon and store specific data. It is suitable
for the observation of detailed structure and is an effective way for studying complex hydraulic
phenomenon. At present, the most widely used numerical simulation method is grid method.
For instance, Long et al. [8] simulated the submerged hydraulic jump on smooth riverbed under
the steady flow condition. However, this study could only simulate the hydraulic jump with slight
change in free surface and failed to trace the development process of hydraulic jump. Cheng et al. [9]
introduced the VOF model to trace the free water surface and simulate the hydraulic jumps on
corrugated riverbed under five different conditions, and then verified the feasibility of the numerical
simulation model. Zhao and Misra [10] investigated the hydraulic jump on smooth riverbed with
VOF method and turbulence model. Through numerical method, Abbaspour et al. [11] studied the
hydraulic jump on discontinuous open channel, the hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed, and the
submerged hydraulic jump, respectively. Using a VOF model, Wei et al. [12] studied the hydraulic
jump characteristics in stilling basins with triangular and sinusoidal riverbeds. By comparing the
numerical and experimental results, it was found that the energy dissipation rate was correlated with
the Fr number.
In the last decade, another category of numerical methods that get rid of meshes has undergone
significant developments. That is the Lagrangian particle method. The most commonly used particle
method is the SPH which was initially used in astrophysical simulations [13] and soon afterwards
widely applied in continuous solid mechanics [14] and hydromechanics [15] where it matured rapidly.
SPH algorithm solves problem domain based on arbitrarily distributed particle frameworks and has
unique advantages in dealing with problems such as large deformation, kinematic interface, and free
surface. It has been widely used in the hydrodynamic studies on dam break [16] landslide surge [17]
multiphase flow [18] and spillway [19] and significant research results have been achieved.
The pioneering study of mesh-free numerical modeling on the hydraulics could be attributed to
Gotoh et al. [20] who used the Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method to compute a turbulent
jet. Although the model was not quantitatively validated by the experimental data, the proposed
sub-particle scale (SPS) turbulence model and the soluble inflow wall boundary laid a milestone
foundation for the numerous follow-on works in SPH turbulence [21,22] and SPH open-channel
flows [23,24]. Another category of SPH models commonly used in the flooding hydraulics is based on
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the solution of Shallow Water Equations (SWEs), i.e., SWE-SPH, which solves the nonlinear SWEs by
using the SPH interpolation principles and benchmark works in this field were documented by [25,26].
In aspect of solving the oscillation in pressure field and diminishing difficulty of post-processing
many works have been done. The Moving-Least-Squares (MLS) approach was developed by
Dilts [27] and applied successfully to solve pressure oscillation by Colagrossi and Landrini [28].
Meringolo et al. [29] used a filtering technique based on Wavelet Transform to remove the acoustic
components for solving the problem of pressure oscillation, especially in the violent sloshing flow.
Aristodemo et al. [30] also applied the Wavelet Transform technique to horizontal flow around circular
cylinders to alleviate numerical noise in the pressure field. Antuono et al. [31] implemented δ+-SPH
scheme to simulate the flows past bodies at large Reynolds numbers, whose results showed that it was
effective in preventing the onset of tensile instability.
The representative researches on hydraulic jump based on SPH algorithm are as follows.
David et al. [32] proposed three solutions to the discrepancies between the SPH simulated wave
profile and the practical one (for example, the large fluctuation accompanied by pressure oscillation)
and analyzed the feasibilities of the three solutions, through which the numerical model of modified
turbulence model VOT(i) was determined and the wave profile and pressure distribution which agreed
with the practical situation were obtained. Chern and Syamsuri [33] used SPH method to study
the hydraulic jumps on trapezoidal, triangular, and sinusoidal riverbeds. Patrick Jonsson et al. [34]
based on SPH method, studied the characteristics of hydraulic jump with periodic boundary.
Padova et al. [35] used WCSPH model to simulate the transition from supercritical to subcritical
flow at an abrupt drop for obtaining a deeper understanding of the physical features of a flow.
In summary, there have been many experimental and numerical researches carried out on the
hydraulic jumps on the corrugated beds. On the other hand, there have been few attempts on
the simulation of hydraulic jumps using SPH, mostly investigating the development of boundary
condition techniques and validating their models for smooth beds. Despite the importance of the
problem, there was only one SPH study on the simulation of hydraulic jumps on the corrugated
beds [33]. Acknowledging the value of the work done by Chern and Syamsuri [33], we also study the
effects of corrugated beds on the characteristics of hydraulic jumps due to their importance. In the
present study, a two-dimensional (2D) SPHysics (http://www.sphysics.org) model, which is based on
the Weakly Compressible SPH (WCSPH) method is applied to study the hydraulic jump on corrugated
riverbeds and detailed results and discussions on the characteristics of hydraulic jump, such as jump
length, jump height and energy dissipation rate are presented, and also the effect of corrugation wave
height and length on the hydraulic jump characteristics are parametrically studied. Further details of
those effects are presented, while the results are validated by a set of experimental data.
2. SPHMethodology
2.1. Governing Equations and the SPH Formulations
The governing equations of the SPHysics model are the conservation equations of mass and
momentum [36], i.e., Navier-Stokes equations, as follows:
Dρ
Dt
= −ρ∇ · v (1)
Dv
Dt
= −
1
ρ
∇p+ g+ υ0∇
2v+
1
ρ
∇τ (2)
where ρ is the density of a fluid, v the particle velocity vector, p is the fluid pressure, υ0 is the
kinematic viscosity of a fluid, g is the gravity acceleration, and τ is the turbulence stress tensor which
is approximated by the SPS model in the present study.
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In WCSPH, the fluid is supposed to have weak compressibility. To control the compressibility of
fluid, the following equation of state is introduced by Monaghan and Batchelor [37–39]:
p = B
[(
ρ
ρ0
)γ
− 1
]
(3)
where B = C20ρ/γ,γ = 7, ρ0 is the initial fluid density whose value is assigned to, 1000 kg/m
3, c0 is the
sound velocity corresponding to the preset density. The time step of numerical model can be adjusted
by altering sound velocity to meet the requirements on compressibility regulation. However, it should
be pointed out that the sound velocity cannot be too low; it is required to be 10 times as large as the
maximum velocity of fluid at least, so that the weak compressibility condition, in which the change
rate of particle density is lower than 1%, can be ensured.
In SPH, the computational domain is discretized by a collection of particles. Each particle has a
fixed mass and moves under external forces. The mass as presented in Monaghan [13] and momentum
as presented in Dalrymple [40,41] equations are approximated into the discretized form and solved on
each particle as follows:
dρa
dt
= ∑
b
mbvab∇aWab (4)
dva
dt = −∑
b
mb(
Pb
ρ2b
+ Pa
ρ2a
)∇aWab + g
+∑
b
mb(
4υ0rab∇aWab
(ρa+ρb)|rab |
2 )vab
+∑
b
mb(
τb
ρ2b
+ τa
ρ2a
)∇aWab
(5)
2.2. A Brief Introduction of the parallelSPHysics
Parallel SPHysics is a free open-source SPH code (http://www.sphysics.org) that was released in
2007. It was jointly developed by the researchers at Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD, USA),
University of Vigo (Vigo, Spain), University of Manchester (Manchester, UK) and University of Roma
La Sapienza (Roma, Italy). The code is programmed in FORTRAN language and is specifically suitable
for the free-surface hydrodynamics [42]. In this paper, we use a parallel version of SPHysics, i.e.,
parallelSPHyphysics [43], to carry out the simulations of spillway flow over a stepped surface. The code
has the same SPH numerical schemes as the serial SPHysics code but has been designed to perform
simulations with large numbers of particles. The code is parallelized through an MPI formalism,
and thus requires the MPICH or OpenMPI to be installed on the parallel machine. More detailed
documentations are available from the SPHysics website (http://www.sphysics.org).
3. Benchmark Study
The hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed is simulated by the present SPH model and compared
with the experimental data in Ead and Rajaratnam [1].
3.1. Computational Parameters
The test model for observing hydraulic jump was a 0.446 m × 0.6 m × 7.6 m rectangular flume
made of polymethyl methacrylate whose bottom was installed with aluminum sinusoidal corrugated
pipes. As shown in Figure 1, S and t are the corrugation wave length and height of corrugated riverbed,
respectively, Fr number is defined by Fr = U1/(gy1)
1/2, U1 denotes the cross-section mean velocity
before hydraulic jump, q denotes the rate of test flow, y1(= e) and y2 respectively are the water depths
before and after hydraulic jump, Lj denotes jump length, and Lrj denotes roller length.
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Figure 1. Schematic view and dimensions of the benchmark example (modified from Figure 1 in Ead
and Rajaratnam [1]).
The SPH computational model reproduces the whole experimental setup that includes reservoir,
corrugated sheet, gate, and tail weir as shown in Figure 2. Red particles represent the fixed boundary,
black particles the moving boundary and blue particles the water particles. The shape of the riverbed
corrugation is described by y = 0.5t sin(2pix/S). When the gate height e is constant, the flow velocities
of different cases are realized by regulating the water level in the reservoir. The water level is calculated
by Equation (6)
q = µe
√
2g(H +
α0U
2
0
2g
− εe) (6)
where H is the water level of reservoir, α0 is kinetic energy correction factor (under normal flow
conditions, α0 = 1.0) that considers the water head induced by the water velocity in the reservoir,
U0(= q/H) is the mean water velocity in the reservoir, µ = εϕ is the discharge coefficient of gate, ε is
the shrinkage coefficient of gate (related to the water depth in and the gate height of the reservoir,
and determined according to Table 10-5 as presented in Wen [36]), and 0.95 is assigned to ϕ.
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Figure 2. SPH computational domain of the benchmark example.
A tail weir is set at the end of the flume for controlling tail water, so that the hydraulic jump can
form on the corrugated sheet near reservoir gate. The height of the tail weir p is calculated by y2 − h.
h is the weir head that can be obtained by solving the equation for the flow rate of sharp-crested weir,
i.e., Equation (7) as,
q = m0
√
2gh3/2 (7)
where m0 is calculated by the following empirical formula as
m0 = (0.405+
0.0027
h
)[1+ 0.55(
h
h+ p
)] (8)
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In all the simulations of this study, the quantic spline kernel function is used as presented in
Wendland [44]. The MLS density re-initialization scheme is adopted to filter out the numerical noises.
The SPS turbulence model is used to consider the fluid turbulence. The solid wall boundaries are
modeled by the dynamics boundary condition (DBC) as presented in Dalrymple and Knio [40].
The symplectic (predictor-corrector) scheme is adopted for the time stepping. The time step is
determined by the Courant condition as presented in Monaghan and Kos [38]. The initial particle
spacing is selected to be 5× 10−3 m, the smoothing length h = 3.68× 10−3 m, and the simulation time
of each case is 20 s. There is a total number of 96,476 particles in the model of Case A, and among
them 4610 are boundary particles. The 6 test cases as presented in Ead and Rajaratnam [1] are studied
with the parameters listed in Table 1. The simulations were performed on a cluster at the School of
Water Resources and Electric Power, Qinghai University, China, where 32 cores (2 GHz CPU and 32 GB
RAM) were used. Depending on the total number of particles for each test case, between 5 and 15 days
of CPU time were spent for the computations.
Table 1. Parameters of the numerical cases.
Cases S (mm) t (mm) Fr U1 (m/s) q (m
2/s) y1 (mm) y2 (m) Lj (m)
A 68 13 4 2 0.051 25.4 0.104 0.41
B 68 13 5 2.5 0.063 25.4 0.128 0.48
C 68 13 6 3 0.076 25.4 0.145 0.54
D 68 13 7 3.49 0.089 25.4 0.188 0.75
E 68 13 4 2.82 0.143 50.8 0.21 0.88
F 68 22 4 2.82 0.143 50.8 0.21 0.88
3.2. Flow Rate Through Reservoir Gate
The constant inflow velocities in different cases of this study are obtained by horizontally moving
a vertical plate [45] that is installed at the left of the flume. The height of the plate is equal to the
water depth H in front of the reservoir gate. The velocity of the plate is equal to the U0 in Equation (6).
The rate of the flow through reservoir gate is controlled by the height and velocity of the pushing
plate, so that the water level near reservoir gate remains constant and thus the constant flow in the
flume can be obtained. The flow rates in the reservoir (the cross-sectional mean flow rate at 0.5 m
away from the reservoir gate) and through the reservoir gate of Case A predicted by the SPH model
are compared with the experimental results (see Figure 3). The flow rate in the reservoir fluctuates
in the first eight seconds and then becomes stable. The standard deviation of the flow rate history
is 0.008 m2/s. In addition, it can be seen that the simulated flow rate through the reservoir gate
becomes stable very quickly and only shows very minor fluctuation during the whole simulation
process. The simulated flow rates in the other cases follow a similar trend in terms of the comparison
with the experimental data. For better illustration, the numerical and experimental flow rates through
the reservoir gate in all the studied cases are presented in Table 2. The relative deviations between
the simulated and experimental flow rates in these cases are from 2.0% to 4.5%. It indicates that the
pushing plate model has a good performance in controlling the flow rate and thus the constant inflow
condition in the experiment can be simulated.
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Figure 3. Variation in the flow rate of Case A. (a) Flow rate in the reservoir; (b) Flow rate through the
reservoir gate.
Table 2. SPH flow rates through reservoir gate in comparison with experimental data.
Cases A B C D E F
Experiment (m2/s) 0.051 0.063 0.076 0.089 0.143 0.143
Simulation (m2/s) 0.05 0.061 0.072 0.093 0.147 0.147
Deviation (%) 2.0 3.2 3.9 −4.5 −2.8 −2.8
3.3. Key Features of Hydraulic Jump Evolvement
The hydraulic jump in this study is a complicated phenomenon which involves the high-speed jet
flow (from the gate), the interaction between the water in the roller area at the top and the mainstream
area at the bottom, and the air entrapment. Case A is set as an example to demonstrate the hydraulic
jump evolvement. The snapshots at typical instants are presented in Figure 4. When the gate is open,
torrents of water gush from the reservoir gate into the flume and violently disturb the slow flow in this
region. As the wave propagates, supercritical flow and subcritical flow interact each other, thereby
causing the fluctuation of water in the flume, and the fluctuation will propagate to the downstream
(t = 1 s). At t = 3.0 s, the hydraulic jump takes the initial shape and forms an evident eddy at the
front of the corrugate sheet. The water level will rise again after the downstream flow of the eddy
drops. In this way, the high kinetic energy associated with the rapid fluid flow is transformed into
potential energy. At around t = 6.0 s, the roller gradually becomes stable and the flow where hydraulic
jump occurs can be divided into two parts, i.e., the top flow in the surface roller area and the bottom
flow in the mainstream area. In the roller area, the flow is quite fragmentary owing to the addition of
considerable bubbles; while in mainstream area below the roller, the water particles are first swirled
up to the surface and become a part of the roller and then fall back to the mainstream area, during
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which, the water particles in the two areas keep exchanging. The hydraulic jump further evolves and
becomes stable at around t = 9.6 s. The water surface behind the gate is stable with slight fluctuations.
The whole channel can be divided into two parts, namely, the hydraulic jump section where water
depth varies and the open-channel section where water depth remains constant.
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Snapshots of hydraulic jump evolvement.
3.4. Wave Profiles and Velocity Distribution
The hydraulic jumps in the other five cases develop in a similar manner as that in Case A.
The wave profiles at the steady state in these cases are presented in Figure 5, in which the SPH results
are in general good agreement with the laboratory measurement in Ead and Rajaratnam [1]. When the
water in the reservoir goes through the gate, rapid flows are generated just downstream of the gate.
The wave profiles predicted by SPH in all the cases are disordered. However, the experimental wave
profiles published as presented in Ead and Rajaratnam [1] are smooth. In practice, the hydraulic
jump contains bubble flows. Thus, the experimental results are interfered owing to the splashing of
fragmentary flow caused by the roller. Moreover, the SPH numerical model proposed in this paper
does not consider the influence of air on water motion, resulting in the error of results. Consequently,
deviations between the experimental and SPH wave profiles exist.
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Figure 5. Wave profiles and velocity vector of different cases. (a) Wave profile of Case A; (b) Wave
profile of Case B; (c) Wave profile of Case C; (d) Wave profile of Case D; (e) Wave profile of Case E;
(f) Wave profile of Case F; (g) Velocity vector of Case A; (h) Velocity vector Case B; (i) Velocity vector of
Case C; (j) Velocity vector of Case D; (k) Velocity vector of Case E; (l) Velocity vector of Case F.
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It can be seen from the velocity vectors of Cases A, B, C, and D (Figure 5g–j) that when the
corrugation shapes and gate heights e are the same, the flow becomes more fragmentary as the Fr
number increases and there is a distinct eddy structure. The formation of roller is mainly caused by the
uneven distribution of flow velocity within the hydraulic jump section. The water particles between the
flow layers are in relative motion, leading to the generation of internal friction shear stress. In addition,
this stress between flow layers is manifested as the downstream flow on the surface and the reverse
flow at the bottom, namely, the clockwise roller. Under the same conditions, both the slope and size
(see the ellipses in the right column of Figure 5) of the roller increase with the Fr number. It means that
the influencing region of roller expands gradually. The contour of the horizontal velocity of Case A
is presented in Figure 6. The flows within the hydraulic jump section contain the downstream flow
of positive velocity and the reverse flow of negative velocity. The reverse flow mainly exists in the
surface and bottom areas. The velocity of flow within the hydraulic jump section differs significantly.
Specifically, the flows near the wall and water surface are at low velocity, while the flow in the middle
layer is at high velocity. Thus, a torque generates in the hydraulic jump section, manifested as the
clockwise roller. In the open channel behind the hydraulic jump section, the flow on the surface has
the maximum velocity, while that near the wall has the minimum velocity. The countercurrent near
the water surface is caused by the backflow of water, while that at the bottom is mainly resulted from
the clockwise roller.
 
 
ƺ
Figure 6. Contour of horizontal velocity of Case A.
For clarity, the steady-state wave profiles for the six cases are compared in Figure 7, with the
result of an error analysis in Table 3. After comparing the wave profiles of Cases A, B, C and D (of the
same corrugated riverbed), it is found that when the corrugation shapes and the gate heights are the
same, the hydraulic jumps become more violent for higher Fr numbers. The corrugation changes the
local fluid motion, which then affects free-surface profile, as can be seen from the comparison between
Cases E and F. The relative errors of each case are varied between −9.1% and 9.6%. A more detailed
comparison study on the effect of corrugation shape on the hydraulic jump process will be presented
in Section 5.
Table 3. Wave profiles comparison with the experimental data.
Case A B C D E F
Mean Absolute Deviation (10−2 m) 0.79 0.71 1.25 1.10 0.94 1.46
Relative Error (%) 3.54 −3.90 −9.10 9.60 0.84 −9.10
Root Mean Squared Error (10−2 m) 0.91 0.91 1.39 1.38 1.19 1.72
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3.5. Jump Length, Water Depth and Energy Dissipation Rate
Jump length, water depth after hydraulic jump, and energy dissipation rate are important
indicators for project design. The jump length determines the length of stilling basin, and the water
depth after jump determines the height of apron. In practical applications, the stilling basin should be
designed to be as short as possible while satisfying the energy dissipation rate to save construction costs.
When hydraulic jump occurs, the flow swirls wildly, leading to a dramatic change in the surface
water. The water at the end of the roller constantly flows into the mainstream and thus is gradually
submerged and finally develops into open-channel flow when the water surface cannot be greatly
affected by the swirling vortex. As is shown in Figure 8, the roller length Lrj is from the beginning of
hydraulic jump to Location 2 (i.e., the end of the roller); the jump length Lj, namely the range of water
surface affected by hydraulic jump, is from the beginning of hydraulic jump to Location 3 where the
water flows back to the free surface after tumbling over the roller. The experimental and simulated
roller lengths (Lrj) and jump lengths (Lj) of the six studied cases as well as the length of hydraulic
jump on smooth riverbed (Lrj) are presented in Table 4. The predicted Lrj and Lj by SPH are in good
agreement with the experimental results. The maximum relative errors for Lrj and Lj are 6.5% and
5.7%, respectively. This shows the good accuracy of the present SPH model. For all the cases, Lj is
30% smaller than Lj∗, and this number for Case C reaches 40%. It indicates that corrugated sheet can
improve energy dissipation rate and reduce jump length as well. In practice, therefore, the length of a
stilling basin can be reduced by using corrugated bed.  
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Figure 8. Definitions of roller length and jump length.
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Table 4. Roller lengths and jump lengths of Cases A–F.
Case
Lrj Lj
Lj* 1
Experiment Simulation Error (%) Experiment Simulation Error (%)
A 0.31 0.33 6.45 0.41 0.43 4.88 0.56
B 0.41 0.43 4.88 0.48 0.49 2.08 0.72
C 0.48 0.46 −4.17 0.54 0.52 −3.7 0.9
D 0.61 0.59 −3.28 0.75 0.74 −1.33 1.07
E 0.75 0.71 −5.33 0.88 0.93 5.68 1.12
F 0.61 0.63 3.28 0.82 0.85 3.66 1.12
1 Lj* computed by Equations (10–57) as presented in Wen [36].
The water depth at Location 3 in Figure 8 (the starting location of open-channel flow) is considered
to be the water depth after hydraulic jump (y2). The experimental and simulated water depths (y2)
of the six studied cases as well as the water depth of smooth riverbed case (y2*) are listed in Table 5.
The SPH model over predicts the water depth, with the maximum error around 11% in the six cases.
The discrepancy is partly attributed to the experimental errors in measuring the energetic free surface
of the hydraulic jump. The water depths after hydraulic jump of the six cases with corrugated riverbeds
are about 30% smaller than that of the smooth riverbed case.
Table 5. Water depths of Cases A–D after hydraulic jump.
Case
y2
y2*
Experiment Simulation Error (%)
A 0.104 0.112 7.69 0.132
B 0.128 0.134 4.69 0.167
C 0.145 0.161 11.03 0.203
D 0.188 0.191 1.6 0.239
The hydraulic jump dissipation is one of the major energy dissipation modes of outlet structures.
When flow at high velocity discharges into stilling basin, a hydraulic jump occurs, after which, the rapid
flowwill slow down rapidly, dissipating most of the energy of upstream flow. Figure 9 shows the mean
flow velocities (U) of the studied cases along the channel. In all the cases, the flow has the maximum
velocity while passing through the gate (at the beginning of hydraulic jump), and starts to decline
progressively thereafter (the decreased amount reaches 85%), and eventually becomes stable in the
open-channel region. With the water depths and wave velocities at the reservoir gate and Location
3 in Figure 8, the wave energies at these two locations can be computed by using the formulae as
presented in Wen [36]. The difference of these two energies is the energy dissipated by the hydraulic
process, which divided by the wave energy at the reservoir gate is the energy dissipation rate η.
Energy dissipation rate η on horizontal bed of rectangular channel was computed by the following
equations [36].
E1 = y1 +
α0U
2
1
2g
, E2 = y2 +
α0U
2
2
2g
, 2αq2/g = y1y2(y1 + y2) (9)
∆E = E1 − E2 =
(y2 − y1)
3
4y1y2
, η =
∆E
E1
× 100% (10)
The η values of Cases A, B, C, and D are presented in Table 6. It can be seen that the current SPH
model can predict the energy dissipation rate with generally good accuracy (maximum error of 6%).
Within the range of Fr = 4–7, the energy dissipation rate of stilling basin with corrugated riverbed
ranges between 45.7% and 67.4%, being around 10% higher than that of smooth riverbed (ranging
from 39.2% to 63.4%). Within the studied range of Fr number, the energy dissipation rates of both
corrugated riverbeds and smooth riverbed increase with the Fr number.
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Figure 9. Mean flow velocity of Cases A–F along the channel.
Table 6. Energy dissipation rates of Cases A–D.
Case Fr Number
Corrugated Bed η (%)
Smooth Bed η (%)
Experiment Simulation Error (%)
A 4 49.32 46.57 −5.58 39.22
B 5 59.22 57.76 −2.47 48.55
C 6 67.18 64.42 −4.11 56.05
D 7 68.48 67.36 −1.64 63.43
This section studies the evolution process of hydraulic jump on corrugated riverbed by varying
the inflow condition and the corrugation shape. The SPH model can capture the key phenomena in
the hydraulic jump development process. The wave profiles, jump lengths, water depths after the
hydraulic jump and the energy dissipation rates of the studied cases obtained by the SPH model are
in generally good agreement with the experimental results, which demonstrates the accuracy of the
SPH model. Using this model, a parametric study on the corrugation shape will be conducted in the
next section.
4. Influence of Corrugation Height and Length on Hydraulic Jump
The height and length of corrugation are important design parameters for corrugated riverbeds.
In this section, a parametric study is conducted to assess how these two factors affect the wave energy
dissipation efficiency. Four corrugation shapes (two corrugation heights and two lengths) are studied.
For each corrugation shape, two gate heights and three Fr numbers are tested. There are 24 cases
in total, as shown in Table 7. It can be seen that, for the same riverbed, the energy dissipation rate
increases with the Fr number. The practical implication is that a corrugation riverbed can dissipate
more energy when the upstream dam releases water in which circumstance the inflow to the open
channel has a large velocity.
For better illustration, how the water depth (after hydraulic jump), jump length, and energy
dissipation rate change with the corrugation wave height and length are shown in Figure 10. When the
corrugation height and reservoir gate height remain constant, both the water depth and jump length
increase with the corrugation height for all the Fr numbers; yet the corrugation height has a negligible
influence on the energy dissipation rate. In addition, it is found that, for the same corrugation shape (S
and t fixed), as the reservoir gate height increases, both the water depth after hydraulic jump and the
jump length increase significantly, while the energy dissipation rate decreases.
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Table 7. Model parameters.
S
(mm)
t
(mm)
y1
(mm)
Fr
y2
(m)
Lj
(m)
η
(%)
S
(mm)
t
(mm)
y1
(mm)
Fr
y2
(m)
Lj
(m)
η
(%)
68
13
25
4 0.11 0.41 47.1
34
13
25
4 0.13 0.38 42.36
6 0.14 0.51 66.4 6 0.18 0.47 62.19
8 0.20 0.82 73.1 8 0.23 0.71 70.24
35
4 0.16 0.51 32.6
35
4 0.19 0.42 19.67
6 0.25 0.62 49 6 0.26 0.60 46.36
8 0.32 0.93 61.7 8 0.34 0.84 59.46
22
25
4 0.13 0.47 46.3
22
25
4 0.15 0.43 40.61
6 0.17 0.59 64.5 6 0.19 0.54 59.23
8 0.22 0.90 72.9 8 0.25 0.82 68.67
35
4 0.17 0.52 29.2
35
4 0.22 0.48 18.53
6 0.28 0.69 46.4 6 0.28 0.68 45.72
8 0.35 1.00 59.5 8 0.36 0.88 57.86
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 10. Water depth after hydraulic jump, jump length, and energy dissipation rate vary with
corrugation height. (a) Water depth after hydraulic jump; (b) jump length; (c) energy dissipation rate.
When the corrugation height of the riverbed and the gate height are fixed, the corrugation wave
length displays a negative relationship with the water depth after hydraulic jump, i.e., the larger the
corrugation length, the smaller the water depth. In practical applications, water depth determines the
apron height of a stilling basin. A larger water depth will lead to a higher apron, thereby increasing the
construction cost. Therefore, the project cost can be reduced by using riverbed with a reasonably longer
corrugation wave length. On the other hand, the jump length increases with the corrugation wave
length within a certain range. Increasing the jump length increases the length of the water channel and
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hence the engineering cost. Considering that a longer corrugation wave length within a certain range
can reduce the water depth after hydraulic jump, the effects of corrugation length on the hydraulic
jump properties should be comprehensively considered for a cost-effective design. For the energy
dissipation rate, it increases with the corrugation length within the range of the present study.
5. Sensitivity Analysis of Computational Resolution
A convergence analysis is performed by changing the initial particle spacing. The simulation
of Case A is repeated with flour particle spacings of 0.005, 0.006, 0.008 and 0.01 m, then the errors
associated with the discharge and water-surface profiles are computed and compared. Tables 8 and 9
present the results of this analysis. The results show that the error decreases when a smaller particle
spacing (a higher computational resolution) is used. The particle spacing of 0.005 m yields the best
accuracy among those four particle spacings. Due to the limitations with the computational time and
cost, it was not possible to test particle spacings smaller than 0.005 m. Husain et al. [19] showed that
using particle spacings smaller than 0.005 m may enhance the accuracy (which is insignificant), while
the increase in the computational time could be outrageous.
Table 8. Discharge deviation with different particle spacing.
Particle Spacing (m)
Experimental Discharge
(m2/s)
SPH-Estimated
Discharge (m2/s)
Deviation
(%)
0.005 0.051 0.05 2
0.006 0.051 0.052 −2
0.008 0.051 0.049 3.9
0.01 0.051 0.044 13.7
Table 9. Errors of the SPH-estimated water-surface profiles with respect to the experimental data.
Particle Spacing (m)
Mean Absolute
Deviation (10−2 m)
Relative Error (%)
Root Mean Squared
Error (10−2 m)
0.005 0.79 3.54 0.91
0.006 3.14 −11.12 3.65
0.008 2.12 −14.32 2.29
0.01 2.57 −24.6 2.82
6. Conclusions
In the present paper, a 2D SPHysics model is used to simulate the hydraulic jump on corrugated
riverbed. Validated by an experimental example, this model is shown to be of general good accuracy
in simulating the hydraulic jump process. By using this model, the dynamic evolvement of a hydraulic
jump over corrugated riverbed is analyzed by looking into the velocity distribution, jump length, water
depth after hydraulic jump, and energy dissipation rate. It is found that a clockwise vortex forms in the
hydraulic jump area. For the same corrugation shape, the slope of the vortex roller increases with the
Fr number, and so does the influencing region of the vortex. The roller length, jump length, and water
depth after hydraulic jump increase with the Fr number. In all the studied cases, the hydraulic jump
over corrugated riverbed dissipates over 45% of the wave energy, which is 10% more than that over
the smooth riverbed.
A parametric study is conducted to investigate the effect of the corrugation shape on the wave
energy dissipation efficiency. It is found that the corrugated riverbed is more effective when the inflow
has larger velocity (and hence more wave energy). Within the studied range, the following observations
are made: 1) when the corrugation length and the reservoir gate height are fixed, the corrugation
height displays a positive correlation with the water depth after hydraulic jump and the jump length,
while the corrugation height has an insignificant effect on the energy dissipation rate; and 2) when
corrugation height and the reservoir gate height are fixed, the water depth after hydraulic jump reduces
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as the corrugation length increases, while the jump length and energy dissipation rate increase as the
corrugation length increases.
As a further study, by investigating the application of variable smoothing length, the authors
aim to enhance the accuracy of the model in the areas with high Fr number, such as the jet at the
downstream of the gate where the flow depth is shallow, and the computational resolution is not
sufficient to capture the detailed velocity and pressure fields.
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